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On differential systems with strongly indef-
inite variational structure
Cyril Joe¨l Batkam, Fabrice Colin and Tomasz Kaczynski
Abstract. We obtain multiplicity results for a class of first-order su-
perquadratic Hamiltonian systems and a class of indefinite superquadratic
elliptic systems which lead to the study of strongly indefinite function-
als. There is no assumption to the effect that the nonlinear terms have to
satisfy the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz superquadratic condition. To estab-
lish the existence of solutions, a new version of the symmetric mountain
pass theorem for strongly indefinite functionals is presented in this pa-
per. This theorem is subsequently applied to deal with cases where all
the Palais-Smale sequences of the energy functional may be unbounded.
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1. Introduction
. This paper is concerned with the existence and the multiplicity of critical
points of strongly indefinite even functionals which appear in the study of
periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems as well as solutions for some classes
of elliptic systems. We recall that a functional Φ : X Ñ R defined on a Banach
space is said to be strongly indefinite if it is neither bounded from above nor
from below, even on subspaces of finite codimension. Its study then gives
rise to an interesting and challenging variational problem, because the usual
powerful critical point theorems in [1, 3, 8, 34] cannot be directly applied.
. Critical Point Theory for strongly indefinite even functionals was studied
in [4, 10, 12, 6, 13, 18, 22]. In his seminal paper [13], Benci introduced var-
ious index and pseudo-index theories whose definitions, however, depend on
the topology of the sublevel sets of the functional. In addition, a dimension
property requirement significatively restricts the class of problems for which
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the results can be applied. In [4, 18, 22], the Galerkin type approximations
were used to reduce the study of strongly indefinite functionals to a semidefi-
nite situation where the basic idea of Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory applies.
However, in order to control the critical points of the reduced functional,
it is required in theses papers that the original functional satisfies a strong
version of the usual compactness condition used in Critical Point Theory. In
the recent papers [10, 12], the first two authors of this paper generalized the
well known fountain theorem of Bartsch and Willem to strongly indefinite
functionals. In contrast with [4, 18, 22], no reduction method was used and
the proofs were directly carried out in the infinite-dimensional setting.
. The first goal of this paper is to extend the results presented in [10, 12] to
more general situations for which the Palais-Smale sequences of the function-
als may be unbounded. This will have a crucial importance for the applica-
tions, since Palais-Smale type assumptions such as the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz
superlinear condition and its variations, extensively used in literature in the
study of superlinear problems, can be avoided. We would like to stress that,
in contrast with the common approach in the study of symmetric strongly
indefinite functionals, ours is not based on any reduction method. The main
ingredient is a weak-strong topology introduced by Kryszewski and Szulkin
in [20]. Our critical point theorems are stated in Section 2.
. In Section 3, we consider the applications to the problem of finding infinitely
many large energy periodic solutions for the following first-order Hamiltonian
system " Btu´∆xu` V pxqu “ Hvpt, x, u, vq in Rˆ Ω,
´Btv ´∆xv ` V pxqv “ Hupt, x, u, vq in Rˆ Ω, (HS)
where Ω Ă RN (N ě 1) is a bounded smooth domain, and H is a su-
perquadratic C1-function which is T -periodic (T ą 0) with respect to the
t-variable. By periodic solution, we mean a solution z “ pu, vq : RˆΩÑ R2M
of (HS) satisfying the conditions
zpt, xq “ zpt` T, xq @pt, xq P Rˆ Ω
zpt, xq “ 0 @pt, xq P Rˆ BΩ.
Setting
J “
ˆ
0 ´I
I 0
˙
, J0 “
ˆ
0 I
I 0
˙
, z “ pu, vq,
A “ J0p´∆x ` V q, and H “ ´1
2
pAz, zq `Hpt, x, zq,
system (HS) simply reads:
J Btz “ Hzpt, x, zq, pt, xq P Rˆ Ω,
which is the form of unbounded Hamiltonian systems or infinite-dimensional
Hamiltonian systems in L2pΩ,R2M q. This kind of systems were studied under
various assumptions by Brezis and Nirenberg [14], and by Cle´ment et al. [16].
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. Usually, in the study of superquadratic Hamiltonian systems, the nonlinear
terms satisfy the following condition named after Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz
[1]
Dµ ą 2, R ą 0 ; 0 ă µHpt, x, zq ď Hzpt, x, zqz for |z| ě R, (AR)
see, for instance [2, 5, 7, 30] and references therein. It is well known that
this condition is mainly used to obtain the boundedness of the Palais-Smale
sequences of the energy functional and without it, the problem then becomes
more complicated. Moreover without (AR), it might happen that all the
Palais-Smale sequences of the functional would be unbounded.
. Let
rHpt, x, u, vq :“ 1
2
Hzpt, x, zq¨z´Hpt, x, zq, S1 :“ R{pTZq, and Θ “ S1ˆΩ.
Our assumptions on the potential V are the following:
pV1q V P C
`
Ω,R
˘
.
pV2q 0 R σpSq, S “ ´∆x ` V .
For the Hamiltonian H we make the following assumptions:
pH1q H P C1
`
Θˆ R2M ,R˘ is T -periodic with respect to t.
pH2q Hpt, x, 0q “ 0 and |Hzpt, x, zq| “ ˝p|z|q as z Ñ 0, uniformly in pt, xq.
pH3q Hpt, x, zq ą 0 for z ‰ 0 and Hpt,x,zq|z|2 Ñ 8 as |z| Ñ 8, uniformly in
pt, xq.
pH4q DR ą 0 such that
p1q rHpt, x, zq ě a1|z|2 if |z| ě R,
p2q
´
|Hzpt,x,zq|
|z|
¯σ
ď a2 rHpt, x, zq if |z| ě R,
where a1, a2 ą 0, σ ą 1 if N “ 1 and σ ą N2 ` 1 if N ě 2.
Under these assumptions, Mao et al. [27] obtained a nontrivial periodic solu-
tion for (HS) by using a local linking theorem. We will prove here that when
the Hamiltonian is even with respect to z, the number of periodic solutions
is in fact infinite. This has already been observed by Bartsch and Ding in [5]
where they studied (HS) with Ω bounded and with Ω “ RN . However, they
used condition (AR) to verify the boundedness of the Palais-Smale sequences
of the energy functional associated to (HS), which was crucial for their ar-
gument. It is well known that (AR) implies that Hpt, x, zq ě c|z|µ for |z|
large, therefore it is stronger than pH3q. We would like to emphasize that in
our situation, determining whether the Palais-Smale sequences of the energy
functional are bounded or not can be a very difficult, if not impossible, task.
Our result reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that pV1q, pV2q, and pH1q-pH4q are satisfied. If in ad-
dition H is even in z, then (HS) has infinitely many pairs ˘zk of T -periodic
solutions such that }zk}8 Ñ8 as k Ñ8.
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. Finally, as another application of our abstract result, we consider in Section
4 the following elliptic system of Hamiltonian type$&
%
´∆u “ gpx, vq in Ω,
´∆v “ fpx, uq in Ω,
u “ v “ 0 on BΩ,
(ES)
where Ω is a bounded smooth domain in RN , N ě 3. The solutions of this
problem describe steady states of some reaction-diffusion systems that derive
from several applications, coming from mathematical biology or from the
modelization of chemical reactions.
. We study this problem under the following assumptions:
pE1q f, g P CpΩˆ Rq and there is a constant C ą 0 such that
|fpx, uq| ď Cp1` |u|p´1q and |gpx, uq| ď Cp1` |u|q´1q @px, uq,
where p, q ą 2 satisfy 1
p
` 1
q
ą 1´ 2
N
.
Furthermore, in case N ě 5 we impose
1
p
ą 1
2
´ 2
N
and
1
q
ą 1
2
´ 2
N
.
pE2q fpx, uq “ ˝puq and gpx, uq “ ˝puq as uÑ 0, uniformly in x.
pE3q F px, uq{u2 Ñ 8 and Gpx, uq{u2 Ñ8, uniformly in x, as |u| Ñ 8.
pE4q u ÞÑ fpx, uq{|u| and u ÞÑ gpx, uq{|u| are increasing in p´8, 0qYp0,`8q.
pE5q fpx,´uq “ ´fpx, uq and gpx,´uq “ ´gpx, uq for all px, uq.
Before stating our result for this problem, we recall the following definition.
Definition 1.2. We say that pu, vq is a strong solution of (ES) if u PW 2,p{pp´1qpΩqX
W
1,p{pp´1q
0
pΩq, v PW 2,q{pq´1qpΩq XW 1,q{pq´1q
0
pΩq and pu, vq satisfies" ´∆u “ gpx, vq a.e. in Ω,
´∆v “ fpx, uq a.e. in Ω.
We will also prove the following
Theorem 1.3. Under assumptions pE1q-pE5q, (ES) has infinitely many pairs
of strong solutions ˘puk, vkq such that }puk, vkq} Ñ 8 as k Ñ8, where } ¨ }
represents the norm in the space
W 2,p{pp´1qpΩq XW 1,p{pp´1q
0
pΩq ˆW 2,q{pq´1qpΩq XW 1,q{pq´1q
0
pΩq.
System (ES) has been already studied from the variational point of
view by many authors. Hulshof and van der Vorst [19], and de Figueiredo
and Felmer [17] obtained positive solutions by requiring among others that
the Hamiltonian Hpu, vq “ F puq ` Gpvq satisfies (AR). In [18], Felmer and
Wang considered the case where the full superquadratic range is not reached,
and by using a variation of (AR), they obtained infinitely many solutions
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when H is even in pu, vq by means of the Galerkin approximation. Recently,
Szulkin and Weth [32] improved the above results by reducing the energy
functional to the Nehari-Pankov manifold. To circumvent the difficulty that
the Nehari-Pankov manifold is not necessary of class C1, they required the
maps in assumption pE4q to be strictly increasing. In [9], the first author of
this paper showed that it is sufficient to assume that these maps are only
increasing. He applied the generalized fountain theorem obtained in [11] to
a family of perturbed functionals. However, working with a family of modi-
fied functionals could make things unnecessary complicated. We considerably
simplify this approach in the present paper.
. Throughout the paper, we denote by | ¨ |r the norm of the Lebesgue space
Lr.
2. Critical point theorems for strongly indefinite functionals
Let X be a separable Hilbert space which admits an orthogonal decomposi-
tion X “ X´ ‘ X`, where X´ is closed and X` “ pX´qK. We denote by〈
,
〉
the inner product of X .
Let pajqjě0 be an orthonormal basis of X´. We define on X a new norm by
setting
~u~ :“ max
´ 8ÿ
j“0
1
2j`1
|〈P´u, aj
〉|, }P`u}
¯
, u P X,
where P˘ : X Ñ X˘ are orthogonal projections, and we denote by τ the
topology generated by this norm. This topology was introduced by Kryszewski
and Szulkin in [20] and is related to the topology on X which is strong on
X` and weak on bounded sets of X´. More precisely, if punq is a bounded
sequence in X then
un
τÑ uðñ P´un á P´u and P`un Ñ P`u.
Now we recall some standard notations in Critical Point Theory:
Let Φ : X Ñ R and a, b P R. We denote by
Φb :“  u P X ; Φpuq ď a(, Φa :“  u P X ; Φpuq ě a(, and Φba :“ ΦaXΦb.
We say that a functional Φ P C1pX,Rq satisfies the Palais-Smale condition
at the level c P R if the following holds:
pPSqc Any sequence punq Ă X such that Φpunq Ñ c and Φ1punq Ñ 0
`
Palais-
Smale sequence at the level c
˘
admits a convergent subsequence.
This is the famous compactness condition in Critical Point Theory introduced
by Palais and Smale [28]. Since we would like to consider some situations
where this condition does not hold, we will use its following weaker version
due to Cerami [15]:
pCeqc Any sequence punq Ă X such that Φpunq Ñ c and p1`}un}qΦ1punq Ñ 0`
Cerami sequence at the level c
˘
admits a convergent subsequence.
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If pCeqc holds we say that the functional Φ satisfies the Cerami condition at
the level c
`pCeqc-condition for short˘.
. We now consider the class of C1 functionals Φ : X Ñ R which satisfying:
pKSq Φpuq “ 1
2
}P`u}2 ´ 1
2
}P´u}2 ´ Ψpuq, where Ψ P C1pX,Rq is bounded
below, weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous, and Ψ1 is weakly se-
quentially continuous.
. The following deformation lemma will play a key role in the proof of our
abstract results.
Lemma 2.1 (Deformation lemma). Assume that Φ satisfies pKSq. Let d ě b
and ε ą 0 such that
@u P Φ´1prb´ 2ε, d` 2εsq, `1` }u}˘}Φ1puq} ě 8ε. (2.1)
Then there exists η P Cpr0, 1s ˆ Φd`2ǫ, Xq such that:
(i) ηp0, uq “ u for all u P Φd`2ε,
(ii) ηp1,Φd`εq Ă Φb´ε,
(iii) Φpηp¨, uqq is non increasing, @u P Φd`2ε,
(iv) each point pt, uq P r0, 1s ˆ Φd`2ε has a τ-neighborhood Npt,uq such that 
v ´ ηps, vq ˇˇ ps, vq P Npt,uq X pr0, 1s ˆ Φd`2εq( is contained in a finite-
dimensional subspace of X,
(v) η is τ-continuous,
(vi) if Φ is even then ηpt, ¨q is odd @t P r0, 1s.
Proof. It goes back to an idea of Li and Szulkin [21].
. We define the vector field
wpuq :“ 2∇Φpuq{}Φ1puq}2, u P Φ´1`rb´ 2ε, d` 2εs˘.
By assumption pKSq we know that Φ1 is weakly sequentially semicontinuous,
and this implies that the function
v P Φd`2εb´2ε ÞÑ
〈
Φ1pvq, wpuq〉 P R
is τ -continuous. Hence every u P Φd`2εb´2ε has a τ -neighborhood Nu such that
〈
Φ1pvq, wpuq〉 ą 1 @v P Nu, (2.2)
}u} ă 2}v} @v P Nu, (2.3)
where (2.3) holds because the set
 
z P X ; }z} ď α( is τ -closed for any α ě 0.
Now since pKSq implies that Φ is τ -upper semicontinuous, the set rN :“
Φ´1
`s´8, b´2εr˘ is τ -open. It follows that N :“ rNY Nv ; b´2ε ď Φpvq ď
d ` 2ε( is a τ -open covering of the metric space `Φd`2ε, τ˘. We can then
extract a τ -locally finite τ -open covering M :“  Mi ; i P I( of Φc`2ǫ finer
than N .
Let
V :“
ď
iPI
Mi.
For every i P I we have either Mi Ă Nv for some v or Mi Ă rN . In the
first case we define vi :“ wpvq and in the second case vi :“ 0. Consider a
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τ -Lipschitz continuous partition of unity
 
λi ; i P I
(
subordinated toM and
define on V the vector field
fpuq :“
ÿ
iPI
λipuqvi.
Clearly, the vector field f is locally Lipschitz continuous and τ -locally Lips-
chitz continuous. By using (2.1) and (2.3) we see that
}fpuq} ď 1
4ε
`
1` 2}u}˘ @u P V.
It follows from Corollary 7.6 in [31] that the problem"
d
dt
σpt, uq “ ´fpσpt, uqq
σp0, uq “ u P Φd`2ε
has a unique solution σp¨, uq defined on R`.
We define η : r0, 1s ˆ Φd`2ε by setting
ηpt, uq :“ σ`pd´ b` 2εqt, u˘.
An argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 6.8 in [33] shows that η
satisfies piq-pvq. If Φ is even, then we replace fpuq with 1
2
`
fpuq´fp´uq˘. pviq
is then a consequence of the existence and the uniqueness of the solution for
the above Cauchy problem. ˝
Now we can state our first critical point theorem, that extends the
generalized saddle point theorem in [25] to the case where the Palais-Smale
sequences of Φ may be unbounded.
Theorem 2.2 (Saddle point theorem). Assume that Φ satisfies pKSq. If there
exists R ą 0 such that
pA0q b :“ inf
uPX`
Φpuq ą sup
uPX´
}u}“R
Φpuq and d :“ sup
uPX´
}u}ďR
Φpuq ă 8,
then for some c P rb, ds, there is a sequence punq Ă X such that
Φpunq Ñ c and
`
1` }un}
˘
Φ1punq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8.
Moreover, if Φ satisfies the pCeqα condition for all α P rb, ds, then Φ has a
critical value in rb, ds.
The proof follows the lines of [25].
Proof. We assume by contradiction that for every c P rb, ds there is no pCeqc
sequence for Φ. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that
u P Φ´1`rb´ 2ε, d` 2εs˘ñ `1` }u}˘}Φ1puq} ě 8ε.
Let
M :“  u P X´ ; }u} “ R(.
We apply Lemma 2.1, and we define µ : r0, 1sˆM Ñ X by setting µpt, uq :“
P´ηpt, uq, where η is given by Lemma 2.1. Clearly, pivq and pvq of Lemma
2.1 imply that µ is τ -continuous and each pt, uq P r0, 1s ˆ Φd`2ε has a τ -
neighborhood Npt,uq such that
 
v ´ µps, vq ˇˇ ps, vq P Npt,uq X pr0, 1s ˆΦd`2εq(
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is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace of X .
We claim that 0 R µ`r0, 1sˆBM˘. Indeed, if there exists pt0, u0q P r0, 1sˆBM
such that µpt0, u0q “ 0, then ηpt0, u0q P X` and by piiiq of Lemma 2.1 and
assumption pA0q we have
Φpu0q “ Φ
`
ηp0, u0q
˘ ě Φ`ηpt0, u0q˘ ě b ą sup
BM
Φ,
which contradicts the fact that u0 P BM .
µ is then an admissible homotopy
`
in the sense of Kryszewski and Szulkin
[20]
˘
such that 0 R µ`r0, 1s ˆ BM˘. It follows from Theorem 2.4-piiiq of [20]
that the Kryszewski-Szulkin’s degree (see [20]) degKS
`
µpt, ¨q, intpMq, 0˘ is
well defined and does not depend on t P r0, 1s. Hence
degKS
`
µp1, ¨q, intpMq, 0˘ “ degKS`µp0, ¨q, intpMq, 0˘ “ degKS`id, intpMq, 0˘.
It follows from Theorem 2.4-piq of [20] that there is u P intpMq such that
µp1, uq “ 0, which implies that ηp1, uq P X`. By the definition of b we
have b ď Φ`ηp1, uq˘. But piiq of Lemma 2.1 implies, since M Ă Φd`ε, that
Φ
`
ηp1, uq˘ ď b´ ε. This gives a contradiction. ˝
In order to obtain a multiplicity result we need to introduce some no-
tations.
We consider an orthonormal basis pejqjě0 of X` and we set
X´k :“ X´ ‘
`‘kj“0 Rej˘ and X`k :“ ‘8j“kRej.
Theorem 2.3 (Fountain theorem). Assume that Φ satisfies pKSq, that Φ is
even, and that there exist ρk ą rk ą 0 such that:
pA1q ak :“ sup
uPX´
k
}u}“ρk
Φpuq ă min `0, inf
uPX
}u}ďrk
Φpuq˘, dk :“ sup
uPX´
k
}u}ďρk
Φpuq ă 8.
pA2q bk :“ inf
uPX`
k
}u}“rk
Φpuq Ñ 8, k Ñ8.
Then, there exist a sequence punk qn Ă X and a number ck ě bk such that
Φpunk q Ñ ck and
`
1` }unk}
˘
Φ1punk q Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Moreover, if Φ satisfies the pCeqc condition for any c ą 0, then Φ has an
unbounded sequence of critical values.
Theorem 2.3 generalizes Theorem 12 in [10] where the sequence punk q
was a Palais-Smale sequence.
Proof. Let Bk :“
 
u P X´k ; }u} ď ρk
(
and let Γk be the set of maps γ :
Bk Ñ X such that:
(a) γ is odd and τ -continuous,
(b) each u P Bk has a τ -neighborhoodNu inX´k such that pid´γq
`
NuXBk
˘
is contained in a finite dimensional subspace of X ,
(c) Φpγpuqq ď Φpuq, @u P Bk.
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Let γ P Γk and let U “ tu P Bk ; }γpuq} ă rku. It obviously follows from paq
and pbq that γ is continuous (in the norm topology). If u P Bk is such that
}u} “ ρk, then by pcq we have Φpγpuqq ă Φpuq, so it follows from pA1q that
u R U . Hence U is a symmetric τ´open neighborhood of 0 in X´k . It is clear
that Bk is τ -closed, so we deduce from the τ -continuity of γ that U is also
τ -closed.
Consider the map
Pk´1γ : U Ñ X´k´1,
where Pk´1 : X Ñ X´k´1 is the orthogonal projection.
‚ Pk´1γ is τ -continuous.
‚ Let u P U . From pbq u has a τ -neighborhood Nu such that pid´γqpNuX
Uq ĂW , where W is a finite-dimensional subspace of X . Let v P Nu X
U Ă X´k “ X´k´1‘Rek, then pid´Pk´1γqpvq “ Pk´1pv´ γpvqq `λek P
W ` Rek which is finite-dimensional.
It follows from Theorem 5 in [10] that there exists u0 P BU such that
Pk´1γpu0q “ 0. This implies that
γ
`
Bk
˘X  u P X`k ; }u} “ rk( ‰ H. (2.4)
Now pA1q and pA2q imply that there is k0 big enough such that bk ą ak for
every k ě k0. We fix k ě k0 and we define
ck :“ inf
γPΓk
sup
uPBk
Φ
`
γpuq˘.
The intersection property (2.4) implies that ck ě bk.
. We assume by contradiction that there is no Cerami sequence of Φ at the
level ck. Then there exists ε P p0, ck´ak2 q such that
u P Φ´1prck ´ 2ε, ck ` 2εsq ñ
`
1` }u}˘}Φ1puq} ě 8ε,
where γ P Γk is such that
sup
Bk
Φ ˝ γ ď ck ` ε. (2.5)
We apply Lemma 2.1 with b “ d “ ck and we define on Bk the map
βpuq :“ ηp1, γpuqq.
It follows from piiiq, pivq, pvq, pviq of Lemma 2.1 that β P Γk.
Now by using (2.5) and piiq of Lemma 2.1 we obtain
sup
uPX´
k
}u}“ρk
Φpβpuqq “ sup
uPX´
k
}u}“ρk
Φpηp1, γpuqqq ď ck ´ ε
giving a contradiction with the definition of ck. It then follows that Φ has a
Cerami sequence at level ck. ˝
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6 in [12], we can
prove the following dual version of Theorem 2.3.
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Theorem 2.4 (Dual fountain theorem). Let Φpuq “ 1
2
}u`}2´ 1
2
}u´}2`Ψpuq,
where Ψ P C1pX,Rq is even, bounded below, and weakly sequentially lower
semicontinuous, and Ψ1 is weakly sequentially continuous.
If @k ě k0, Dρk ą rk ą 0 such that
pB1q ak :“ inf
uPX`
k
}u}“ρk
Φpuq ą max `0, sup
uPX
}u}ďrk
Φpuq˘, bk :“ sup
uPX´
k
}u}“rk
Φpuq ă 0,
pB2q dk :“ inf
uPX`
k
}u}ďρk
Φpuq Ñ 0, k Ñ8,
Then there exist ck P rdk, 0r and a sequence punk q Ă X such that
Φpunk q Ñ ck and
`
1` }un}
˘
Φ1punk q Ñ 0, as nÑ8.
Moreover, if Φ satisfies the pCeqc condition for any c P rdk0 , 0r, then Φ has
a sequence pukq of critical points such that Φpukq Ñ 0´ as k Ñ8.
3. Periodic solutions of superquadratic Hamiltonian systems
In this section, we apply our multiplicity result (Theorem 2.3) to the Hamil-
tonian system" Btu´∆xu` V pxqu “ Hvpt, x, u, vq in Rˆ Ω,
´Btv ´∆xv ` V pxqv “ Hupt, x, u, vq in Rˆ Ω. (HS)
We assume here that assumptions pV1q, pV2q, and pH1q-pH4q are satisfied,
and that H is even in z.
. By pV1q the operator S “ ´∆x ` V acting on L2pΩ,R2M q is self-adjoint
with domain DpSq “ H2pΩ,R2M q XH10 pΩ,R2M q.
Let L :“ J Bt ` A. Observing that the operators A and JA acting on
L2pΩ,R2M q with domains DpAq “ DpJAq “ H2pΩ,R2M q X H10 pΩ,R2M q
are self-adjoint, then the operator L acting on L2
`
S1, L2pΩ,R2M q˘ is also
self-adjoint. We know by [5] that
L2
`
S1, L2pΩ,R2M q˘ – L2`S1 ˆ Ω,R2M˘, 0 R σpAq Y σpJAq, 0 R σpLq,
so there is an orthogonal decomposition
L2pS1 ˆ Ω,R2M q “ E` ‘ E´,
such that L is negative on E´, and positive on E`.
The space X “ Dp|L| 12 q is a Hilbert space with the inner product
〈
w, z
〉 “ 〈|L| 12w, |L| 12 z〉
L2
and norm }z}2 “ 〈z, z〉.
Moreover, we have an orthogonal decomposition
X “ X´ ‘X` with X˘ “ X X E˘.
We have the following useful lemma:
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Lemma 3.1 ([5], Lemma 4.6). The embedding of X in Lr
`
S1 ˆ Ω,R2M˘ is
compact for r ě 2 if N “ 1, and for r P r2, 2pN ` 2q{2q if N ě 2.
. Let’s define the functional Φ : X Ñ R,
Φpzq “ 1
2
}z`}2 ´ 1
2
}z´}2 ´Ψpzq, where Ψpzq “
ż
Θ
Hpt, x, zq, (3.1)
which is such that its critical points are also weak solutions of (HS).
Lemma 3.2.
1. Φ P C1pX,Rq.
2. Ψ is bounded below and is weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous.
3. Ψ1 is weakly sequentially continuous.
Proof. 1. By pH4q-p2q we have for |z| ě R and for pt, xq P Θ
|Hzpt, x, zq|σ ď a2 rHpt, x, zq|z|σ
ď a2
´1
2
Hzpt, x, zqz ´Hpt, x, zq
¯
|z|σ
ď a2
2
|Hzpt, x, zq||z|σ`1.
Hence
|Hzpt, x, zq| ď a3|z|
σ`1
σ´1 @|z| ě R, @pt, xq P Θ,
where a3 ą 0 is constant.
On the other hand, since Hz is continuous, we have |Hzpt, x, zq| ď a4,
for |z| ď R and pt, xq P Θ. We deduce that
|Hzpt, x, zq| ď a4 ` a3|z|
σ`1
σ´1 @z P R2M , @pt, xq P Θ. (3.2)
Let ε ą 0. pH2q implies that there is δ ą 0 such that
|Hzpt, x, zq| ď ε|z| pour tout |z| ă δ.
If |z| ě δ, then we have in view of (3.2)
|Hzpt, x, zq| ď a4 ` a3|z|
σ`1
σ´1 ď a4 |z|
p
δp
` a3|z|p “
`a4
δp
` a3
˘|z|p,
with p “ σ`1
σ´1 . Hence
@ε ą 0, DCpεq ą 0 ; |Hzpt, x, zq| ď ε|z| ` Cpεq|z|p @z P R2M . (3.3)
Now one can easily verify that"
σ ą 1 if N “ 1
σ ą 1` N
2
if N ě 2 ùñ
"
p` 1 ą 2 si N “ 1
2 ă p` 1 ă 2pN ` 2q{Nq if N ě 2.
It then follows from Lemma 3.1 that Ψ is well defined on X . We can
now use a standard argument to show that Φ is of class C1 on X and
〈
Φ1pzq, w〉 “ 〈z` ´ z´, w〉´
ż
Θ
wHzpt, x, zq, @z, w P X. (3.4)
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2. Since H ě 0, the functional Ψ is bounded below. Let zn á z and c P R
such that Ψpznq ď c. By Lemma 3.1 we have zn Ñ z in L2 and, up
to a subsequence, znpt, xq Ñ zpx, tq a.e. in Θ. Using Fatou’s lemma we
obtain Ψpzq ď c, which shows that ψ is weakly lower semicontinuous.
3. Let zn á z. By Lemma 3.1 we have zn Ñ z in Lp`1
`
where p “ σ`1
σ´1
˘
which implies, using (3.3) and Theorem A.2 in [33], that |Hpt, x, znq ´
Hpt, x, zq| p`1
p
Ñ 0. It is then easy to deduce, using Fatou’s lemma, that
Ψ1 is weakly sequentially continuous.
˝
We now prove that the functional Φ satisfies the Cerami condition.
Lemma 3.3. Let pznq Ă X be such that
d “ supΦpznq ă 8 and
`
1` }zn}
˘
Φ1pznq Ñ 0.
Then pznq admits a convergent subsequence.
Proof. Let us first show that the sequence pznq is bounded.
Arguing by contradiction we suppose that pznq is unbounded. Then, up to a
subsequence, we have }zn} Ñ 8.
Observe that
〈
Φ1pznq, z`n ´ z´n
〉 “ }z`n }2 ` }z´n }2 ´
ż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
“ }zn}2
´
1´
ż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
}zn}2
¯
.
Since
|〈Φ1pznq, z`n ´ z´n
〉| ď }Φ1pznq}}z`n ´ z´n } ď 2}zn}}Φ1pznq} Ñ 0,
one must have ż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
}zn}2 Ñ 1. (3.5)
Set wn “ zn{}zn}.
Assumption pH4q-p1q implies that rHpt, x, zq ě a1|z|2 ´ c1 for all pt, x, zq. We
deduce that for n big enough one has
1` d ě Φpznq ´ 1
2
〈
Φ1pznq, zn
〉 “
ż
Θ
rHpt, x, znq (3.6)
ě a2|zn|22 ´ c1|Θ|, (3.7)
where |Θ| denotes the Lebesgue measure of Θ. (3.7) shows that p|zn|2q is
bounded. Hence
|wn|2 “ |zn|2}zn} Ñ 0. (3.8)
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On the other hand we haveˇˇˇ ż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
}zn}2
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
Θ
|z`n ´ z´n |
}zn}
|Hzpt, x, zn|
}zn}
“
ż
Θ
|w`n ´ w´n ||wn|
|Hzpt, x, zn|
|zn|
ď
´ż
Θ
` |Hzpt, x, zn|
|zn|
˘σ¯1{σ´ż
Θ
`|w`n ´ w´n ||wn|˘σ1¯1{σ1 ,
with 1
σ
` 1
σ1
“ 1. Since
|w`n ´w´n ||wn| “ |w`n ´w´n ||w`n `w´n | ď p|w`n | ` |w´n |q2 ď 2p|w`n |2 ` |w´n |2q,
we have ż
Θ
`|w`n ´ w´n ||wn|˘σ1 ď c2´|w`n |2σ12σ1 ` |w´n |2σ12σ1˘.
By using the fact that 2σ1 “ p` 1 P r2, 2pN ` 2q{N s, we have
|w˘n |2σ1 ď |w˘n |α2 |w˘n |1´α2pN`2q{N
`
interpolation inequality
˘
,
where α P r0, 1s is such that α
2
` 1´α
2pN`2q{N “ 1. Since X continuously embeds
in L2pN`2q{N , we have |w˘n |2pN`2q{N ď c3}w˘n } ď c3 (because }w˘n } ď }wn} “
1).
Now, since the decomposition X “ X´‘X` is also orthogonal with respect
to the L2-norm, we have |w˘n |2 ď |wn|2. Hence |w˘n |2σ1 ď c3|wn|α2 , which
impliesˇˇˇ ż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
}zn}2
ˇˇˇ
ď c4
´ ż
Θ
´ |Hzpt, x, zn|
|zn|
¯σ¯1{σ
|wn|2α2 . (3.9)
Let ε ą 0. By pH2q there exists δ ą 0 such that |Hzpt, x, zq| ď ε|z| for |z| ă δ.
Thenż
Θ
´ |Hzpt, x, zn|
|zn|
¯σ
“
ż
ΘXt|zn|ăδu
´ |Hz |
|zn|
¯σ
`
ż
ΘXtδď|zn|ďRu
´ |Hz|
|zn|
¯σ
`
ż
ΘXt|zn|ěRu
´ |Hz |
|zn|
¯σ
ď |Θ|εσ` sup
ΘXtδď|zn|ďRu
´ |Hz|
|zn|
¯σ
|Θ| ` a2
ż
ΘXt|zn|ěRu
rHpt, x, znq,
where we have used pH4q-p2q for the last term in the RHS of the equal-
ity. We deduce from (3.6) that
´ ş
ΘXt|zn|ěRu
rHpt, x, znq¯ is bounded. Hence´ ş
Θ
` |Hzpt,x,zn|
|zn|
˘σ¯
is bounded. It then follows from (3.9) and (3.8) thatż
Θ
pz`n ´ z´n q ¨Hzpt, x, znq
}zn}2 Ñ 0,
which contradicts (3.5). This contradiction leads to the conclusion that the
sequence pznq is bounded.
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. We may now suppose that zn á z in X . Since
}z˘n ´ z˘}2 “ ˘
〈
Φ1pznq ´ Φ1pzq, z˘n ´ z˘
〉˘
ż
Θ
pz˘n ´ z˘q ¨Hzpt, x, znq,
a standard argument using Lemma 3.1 shows that zn Ñ z. ˝
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let peiq be an orthonormal basis of X`. We recall
that
X´k “ X´ ‘
`‘kj“0 Rej˘ and X`k “ ‘8j“kRej.
Let z P X´k . Using pH3q we have
@δ ą 0 Dcδ ą 0 ; Hpt, x, zq ě δ|z|2 ´ cδ.
Then
Φpzq “ 1
2
}z`}2 ´ 1
2
}z´}2 ´
ż
Θ
Hpt, x, zq ď 1
2
}z`}2 ´ 1
2
}z´}2 ´ δ|z|22 ` cδ|Θ|.
Since the decomposition X “ X´ ‘ X` is orthogonal with respect to the
L2-norm, we have |z`|2 ď |z|2. Since all norms are equivalent on ‘kj“0Rej ,
there is c1 ą 0 such that c1}z`}2 ď |z|22. Hence
Φpzq ď `1
2
´ c1δ
˘}z`}2 ´ 1
2
}z´}2 ` c1|Θ|.
Let us choose δ such that c1δ ě 1. Then we have
Φpzq ď ´1
2
}z}2 ` cδ|Θ| Ñ ´8 as }z} Ñ 8. (3.10)
. Let z P X`k . Then for every ε ą 0, we have
Φpzq “ 1
2
}z}2 ´
ż
Θ
Hpt, x, zq
ě 1
2
}z}2 ´ ε
2
|z|22 ´
cpεq
p` 1 |z|
p`1
p`1 pby (3.3)q
ě 1
2
}z}2 ´ c2ε|z|22 ´
cpεq
p` 1 |z|
p`1
p`1 pbecause X ãÑ L2q
ě `1
2
´ c2ε
˘}z}2 ´ cpεq
p` 1β
p`1
k }z}p`1,
where βk “ supwPX`
k
}w}“1
|w|p`1. By choosing ε ď 12c2 we obtain
Φpzq ě 1
2
´1
2
}u}2 ´ c3βp`1k }z}p`1
¯
.
Hence, since βk Ñ 0 as k Ñ8 (see [33], Lemma 3.8), we have
}z} “ rk :“
`
c3pp` 1qβp`1k
˘1{p1´pq ñ Φpzq ě 1
2
`1
2
´ 1
p` 1 qr
2
k Ñ8, k Ñ8.
(3.11)
. (3.10) and (3.11) show that the conditions pA1q and pA2q of Theorem 2.3
are satisfied. In view of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we can apply Theorem 2.3 and
get the result. ˝
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4. Strong solutions of superquadratic elliptic systems
In this section, we consider the problem$&
%
´∆u “ gpx, vq in Ω,
´∆v “ fpx, uq in Ω,
u “ v “ 0 on BΩ,
(ES)
and we assume in the sequel that the assumptions pE1q-pE5q are satisfied.
. Consider the Laplacian as the operator
´∆ : H2pΩq XH10 pΩq Ă L2pΩq Ñ L2pΩq,
and let pϕjqjě1 a corresponding system of orthogonal and L2pΩq-normalized
eigenfunctions, with eigenvalues pλjqjě1. Then, writing
u “
8ÿ
j“1
ajϕj , with aj “
ż
Ω
uϕj ,
we set, for 0 ď s ď 2
Es :“
!
u P L2pΩq ˇˇ 8ÿ
j“1
λsj |aj |2 ă 8
)
and
Aspuq :“
8ÿ
j“1
λ
s{2
j ajϕj , @u P DpAsq “ Es.
One can verify easily that As is an isomorphism onto L2pΩq. We denote
A´s :“ pAsq´1. It is well known (see [23]) that the space Es is a fractional
Sobolev space with the inner product
〈
u, v
〉
s
“
ż
Ω
AsuAsv.
Lemma 4.1 ([29]). Es embeds continuously in LrpΩq for s ą 0 and r ě 1
satisfying 1
r
ě 1
2
´ s
N
. Moreover, the embedding is compact when the inequality
is strict.
By assumption pE1q, there exist s, t ą 0 such that s` t “ 2 and
1
p
ą 1
2
´ s
N
and
1
q
ą 1
2
´ t
N
. (4.1)
We consider the functional
Φpu, vq :“
ż
Ω
AsuAtv ´Ψpu, vq, pu, vq P Es ˆ Et.
where
Ψpu, vq “
ż
Ω
´
F px, uq `Gpx, vq
¯
.
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that the inclusions Es ãÑ LppΩq and Et ãÑ LqpΩq
are continuous. This fact in conjunction with the estimateˇˇˇ ż
Ω
AsuAtv
ˇˇˇ
ď |Asu|2|Atu|2 “ }u}s}v}t,
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imply that the preceding functional Φ is well defined on E :“ Es ˆ Et.
Now a standard argument shows that if assumption pE1q holds, then the
functional Φ is of class C1 on E and its critical points are weak solutions of
(ES).
We recall that pu, vq P Es ˆ Et is a weak solution of (ES) ifż
Ω
`
AsuAtk`AshAtv˘´ż
Ω
´
hfpx, uq`kgpx, vq
¯
“ 0, @ph, kq P EsˆEt.
The following regularity result is due to de Figueiredo and Felmer [17].
Lemma 4.2. If pu, vq P Es ˆ Et is a weak solution of (ES), then pu, vq is a
strong solution of (ES).
. We endow E “ Es ˆ Et with the inner product
〈pu, vq, pφ, ϕq〉
sˆt
“ 〈u, φ〉
s
` 〈v, ϕ〉
t
, pu, vq, pφ, ϕq P E,
and the associated norm }pu, vq}2sˆt “
〈pu, vq, pu, vq〉
sˆt
.
. In the following we may assume without loss of generality that s ě t.
One can easily verify that E has the orthogonal decomposition
`
with respect
to
〈¨, ¨〉
sˆt
˘
E “ E` ‘ E´, where
E` :“
!
pu,As´tuq |u P Es
)
and E´ :“
!
pu,´As´tuq |u P Es
)
. (4.2)
If we denote by P˘ : E Ñ E˘ the orthogonal projections, then a direct
calculation yields
P˘pu, vq “ 1
2
`
u˘At´sv, v ˘As´tu˘, @pu, vq P E, (4.3)
and
Φpu, vq “ 1
2
}P`pu, vq}2sˆt ´
1
2
}P´pu, vq}2sˆt ´
ż
Ω
´
F px, uq `Gpx, vq
¯
. (4.4)
. Let us recall the following technical result, which will play a crucial role in
the verification of the Cerami condition.
Proposition 4.3 ([24], Lemma 3.2). Let x P RN , u, v, s P R such that s ě ´1
and su` v ‰ 0. If pE2q-pE4q are satisfied then
fpx, uq
”
sps
2
u` p1 ` sqvq
ı
` F px, uq ´ F px, u ` vq ď 0,
gpx, uq
”
sps
2
u` p1 ` sqvq
ı
`Gpx, uq ´Gpx, u ` vq ď 0.
Lemma 4.4. Let pzn “ pun, vnqq Ă E and c ą 0 such that
Φpznq Ñ c and
`
1` }zn}sˆt
˘
Φ1pznq Ñ 0.
Then pznq has a convergent subsequence.
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Proof. Let us first show that pznq is bounded.
On the contrary if pznq is unbounded, then we can assume that }zn}sˆt Ñ8.
Set wn “ zn{}zn}sˆt. Then, up to a subsequence, we have wn á w in E.
Since F,G ě 0, we have for n big enough
c´ 1 ď Φpznq ď 1
2
}z`n }2sˆt ´
1
2
}z´n }2sˆt “
1
2
}zn}2sˆt
`}w`n }2sˆt ´ }w´n }2sˆt˘.
Recall that }w`n }2sˆt ` }w´n }2sˆt “ 1. Hence }w`n }2sˆt ě 12 ` c´1}zn}2sˆt . But
since }zn}2sˆt Ñ 8, we have for n big enough |c´1|}zn}2sˆt ď
1
6
. It follows that
}w`n }2sˆt ě 13 .
Now fix r ą 0 and set sn “ r}zn}sˆt ´ 1 and yn “ ´ r}zn}sˆt z´n “ ´rw´n . Then
sn ě ´1, yn P E´ and the sequences psnq and pynq are bounded.
By setting yn “ pan, bnq, where an P Es and bn P Et, we have
〈
Φ1pznq, snpsn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉 “ 〈z`n ´ z´n , snp
sn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉
´
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qun ` p1 ` snqan
˘
fpx, unq
´
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qvn ` p1` snqbn
˘
gpx, vnq.
Since psnq and pynq are bounded, we obtainˇˇ〈
Φ1pznq, snpsn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉ˇˇ ď }Φ1pznq}}snpsn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn}
ď C1}Φ1pznq}}zn}sˆt ` C2}Φ1pznq} Ñ 0.
We deduce that for n big enough
〈
z`n ´ z´n , snp
sn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉 ď 1
`
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qun ` p1` snqan
˘
fpx, unq
`
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qvn ` p1 ` snqbn
˘
gpx, vnq. (4.5)
Noting that rw`n “ zn ` psnzn ` ynq and
〈
z`n ´ z´n , snp
sn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉 “ ´1
2
}z`n }2sˆt `
1
2
}z´n }2sˆt
`1
2
r2}w`n }2sˆt `
1
2
r2}w´n }2sˆt,
we have
Φprw`n q ´ Φpznq “ ´
1
2
}w´n }2sˆt `
〈
z`n ´ z´n , snp
sn
2
` 1qzn ` p1` snqyn
〉
`
ż
Ω
´
F px, unq ´ F px, p1 ` snqun ` anq
¯
`
ż
Ω
´
Gpx, unq ´Gpx, p1 ` snqun ` anq
¯
.
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We deduce by using (4.5) that for n sufficiently large
Φprw`n q ´ Φpznq ď 1`
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qun ` p1 ` snqan
˘
fpx, unq
`
ż
Ω
”
F px, unq ´ F
`
x, p1 ` snqun ` an
˘ı
`
ż
Ω
`
snpsn
2
` 1qvn ` p1` snqbn
˘
gpx, unq
`
ż
Ω
”
Gpx, unq ´G
`
x, p1` snqvn ` bn
˘ı
.
We conclude by using Proposition 4.3 that for n big enough
Φprw`n q ´ 1 ď Φpznq.
If w` “ 0, then w`n Ñ 0 in LppΩq ˆ LqpΩq by Lemma 4.1. By pE1q and
Theorem A.2 in [33] we haveż
Ω
F
`
x, p1 ` snqun ` an
˘Ñ 0 and ż
Ω
G
`
x, p1 ` snqvn ` bn
˘Ñ 0.
Since Φpznq Ñ c, we then obtain for n sufficiently large
c` 1 ě Φpznq ě Φprw`n q ´ 1
“ 1
2
r2}wn}2sˆt ´
ż
Ω
F
`
x, p1` snqun ` an
˘
´
ż
Ω
G
`
x, p1` snqvn ` bn
˘´ 1
ě 1
2
r2}wn}2sˆt ´ 2
ě r
2
6
´ 2 `because }w`n }2sˆt ě 13˘.
This leads to a contradiction if we take r arbitrary large. Hence w` ‰ 0 and
then w ‰ 0.
Setting wn “ pw1n, w2nq P Es ˆ Et, we have
Φpznq
}zn}2sˆt
“ 1
2
}w`n }2sˆt ´
1
2
}w´n }2sˆt ´
ż
Ω
F px, unq
}zn}2sˆt
´
ż
Ω
Gpx, unq
}zn}2sˆt
“ 1
2
}w`n }2sˆt ´
1
2
}w´n }2sˆt ´
ż
w1n‰0
F px,w1n}zn}sˆtqˇˇ
w1n}zn}sˆt
ˇˇ2
´
ż
w2n‰0
Gpx,w2n}zn}sˆtqˇˇ
w1n}zn}sˆt
ˇˇ2
ď C ´
ż
w1n‰0
F px,w1n}zn}sˆtqˇˇ
w1n}zn}sˆt
ˇˇ2 ´
ż
w2n‰0
Gpx,w2n}zn}sˆtqˇˇ
w1n}zn}sˆt
ˇˇ2 .
Since pΦpznqq is bounded and }zn}sˆt Ñ 8, the LHS converges to 0. By
applying Fatou’s lemma and using pE3q, we see that the RHS goes to ´8,
which is a contradiction. Consequently the sequence pznq is bounded.
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. Now a standard argument based on Lemma 4.1 shows that the bounded
sequence pznq has a convergent subsequence. ˝
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let pajqjě0 be an orthonormal basis of Es. We define
an orthonormal basis pejqjě0 of E` by setting
ej :“ 1?
2
`
aj , A
s´taj
˘
.
Let
E´k “ E´ ‘
`‘kj“0 Rej˘ and E`k “ ‘8j“kRej.
pE3q implies that for every δ ą 0 there is Cδ ą 0 such that
F px, uq ě δ|u|2 ´ Cδ and Gpx, uq ě δ|u|2 ´ Cδ, @px, uq. (4.6)
. Let z P E´k . Then z “
`
u,As´tu
˘ ` `v,´As´tv˘, where v P Es and u P
Esk :“ ‘kj“0Raj . Using (4.6), the fact that Es´t continuously embeds in
L2pΩq, and the parallelogram identity, we obtain
Φpzq “ }u}2s ´ }v}2s ´
ż
Ω
´
F px, u ` vq `Gpx,As´tpu´ vqq
¯
ď }u}2s ´ }v}2s ´ 2Cδ
`|u|22 ` |v|22˘` 2Cδ|Ω|.
Since all the norms are equivalent on the finite-dimensional subspace Esk,
there is a constant c1 ą 0 such that c1}u}s ď |u|2. Hence
Φpzq ď p1´ c2δq}u}2s ´ }v}2s ´ 2Cδ|Ω|.
Choose δ ą 1
c2
. Hence Φpzq Ñ ´8 as }z}sˆt Ñ8, and consequently assump-
tion pA1q of Theorem 2.3 is satisfied.
. Let z P E`k . Then z “ pu,As´tuq with u P ‘8j“kRaj , and
Φpzq “ 1
2
}z}2sˆt ´
ż
Ω
´
F px, uq `Gpx,As´tuq
¯
ě 1
2
}z}2sˆt ´ 2
ż
Ω
´
F px, uq `Gpx,As´tuq
¯
.
By pE1q there is a constant C1 ą 0 such that
|F px, uq| ď C1p1` |u|pq and |Gpx,As´tuq| ď C1p1` |As´tu|qq.
Hence
Φpzq ě }u}2s ´ 2C1|u|pp ´ 2C1|As´tu|qq ´ 4C1|Ω|.
We define
β1,k :“ sup
uP‘8
j“kRaj
}u}s“1
|u|p, β2,k :“ sup
vP‘8
j“kRpA
s´tajq
}v}t“1
|v|q,
and βk “ max
 
β1,k;β2,k
(
.
Then
Φpzq ě }u}2s ´ 2C1βpk}u}ps ´ 2C1βqk}u}qs ´ 4C1|Ω|.
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We may assume without loss of generality that q ď p and we set
rk :“
`
C1pβ
p
k
˘ 1
2´p .
Then for }z}sˆt “
?
2}u}s “ rk we have
Φpzq ě rbk :“ Kβ 2p2´pk ”´14 ´ 1pp?2qp
¯
´Aβ
2pq´pq
2´p
k
ı
´ 4C1|Ω|, (4.7)
where K,A ą 0 are constant.
We know by Lemma 3.8 in [33] that β1,k Ñ 0 and β2,k Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. This
implies that rbk Ñ 8 as k Ñ 8, and then that assumption pA2q of Theorem
2.3 is satisfied.
. An argument similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that Ψ is
weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous and that Ψ1 is weakly sequentially
continuous. Since we have previously shown that the functional Φ satisfies the
Cerami condition at every nonnegative critical level, we can apply Theorem
2.3 and get the desired result. ˝
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